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 Those with an interest in technical language will appreciate Kadmon's unique presentation, the advanced exercise techniques,
and the phenomenal quality and quantity of exercises that he has prepared in his unique format. For those who are new to the

field, this book is a must-have guide to Kadmon's complete, structured system that is appropriate for any kata that is being
taught today. To those who teach kata, whether it be directly or as a stepping stone to learning the kata, this book represents the
highest achievement in kata design and presenting the kata. Kadmon fills a tremendous need for presenting the kata to any body

type in any martial art or style, and for the first time the kata is presented in its proper sequence. John C. Kadmon, BJJ
Champion This book is dedicated to my wife, Tori, and my family for their constant encouragement and support. This book is

printed on **UV protected** paper with a low **VOC** content. # Preface to the Second Edition This second edition of
_The_ ____ presents a number of changes. These include: _An explanation of how I have changed the instructional materials
that originally appeared in the first edition._ _The exact number of forms is now at 350 forms, compared to the original 275

forms._ _The first three forms (10th, 50th, and 100th forms) are now available, in addition to all previously released forms._ _I
have added a number of additional illustrations, some which are purely for the book, and others which are part of the

curriculum._ _I have added about 15 percent more exercises, both new and old, but which have changed from their original
appearance in the first edition._ _The minimum age requirement for this book has increased to about 14 years old. (That is, if

you can do a basic push-up, I think you are ready to learn this curriculum.)_ _The presentation style of the work has been
changed. It is now part of the curriculum, not a separate instructional book._ _The intermediate and advanced forms have been
split into two sections, and the original Intermediate Forms have been removed from the curriculum._ _I have now included the
"Eight's in the Dojo" curriculum, in addition to the "Ten's in the Dojo" curriculum._ _The material has been divided into two

parts 82157476af
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